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SCOTIA FLASH 

June 5, 2024 

 

Macklem Cuts, Violates Own Guidance 

• The BoC cut 25bps to an overnight rate of 4.75% 

• Macklem’s forward guidance remains untrustworthy 

• We forecast a cut in July and add 25bps to the year for 100bps of cuts in 2024  

• Macklem said the BoC is “not close” to the limits of undershooting the Fed… 

• ...and doesn’t seem the least bit concerned about the currency 

• Monetary and fiscal policy are likely to add upside risk to the 2025 election year 

• The BoC is gambling that inflation risk will be durably lower than the US 

The Bank of Canada cut the overnight rate by 25bps to 4.75%. Markets responded as 

shown in charts 1–3 by driving the Canada 5-year yield even lower to 3.42%, further 

emboldening the rally from 3.8% just a week ago while driving the 2-year yield well under 

4% for about a 40bps rally over the past week. Variable and fixed rate mortgage rates are 

going to be cut on the back of this which should add strength to the ongoing Spring 

housing market. The Canadian dollar depreciated by a third of a cent to the USD on a 

combination of the BoC and a very strong US ISM-services report. 

First off, hats off to the folks who got the call right. 

Congratulations. You won the battle, we’ll see about 

the war that lies ahead. Scotia Economics was at the 

leading edge of shops and against markets 

throughout this year when we were saying June 

would be the earliest point for a first BoC cut until we 

recently delayed that call. It’s been quite a long while 

since Scotia has blown a rate call on game day but we 

take it in stride for the following reasons. 

The BoC’s Inconsistency Has Implications 

The ones who got it right listened to a different 

Governor in my opinion. I listened to one named 

Governor Tiff Macklem when he told us one month 

ago that “in the months ahead” they will be evaluating additional evidence before 

deciding when to deliver a first cut. He was very explicit. He said that in written, carefully 

prepared testimony on two separate days. Just weeks later he turned around and cut. Go 

figure. More galling is that not one of the gaggle of reporters in his press conference asked 

him how he can do that with a straight face. 

Credible monetary policy relies upon clear and consistent communications. The BoC has a 

consistency problem and this is not helpful to businesses, consumers, governments and 

markets as they draw up forward-looking plans. ‘Trust’ is not part of the vocabulary to use 

in discussing the BoC’s moves.  

This is a serious issue. Macklem’s communications and forward guidance were awful 

during the pandemic. He unwisely lured in mortgage borrowers by promising them that 

the policy rate would be on hold for several years, only to have to back pedal from this 

overreach. He owns much of the mortgage resets challenge, proving that trust or lack 

thereof has real effects. He had a chance to deliver more consistency and repair past 

damage by being consistent today and he balked. Canada remains in the wild west of 

central banking relative to other central banks that put more of a premium on sticking to 

their word. 

Chart 1 

Chart 2 

Chart 3 
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In any event, Governor Macklem was very dovish sounding today. Much more so than I would have 

expected for a first cut. The BoC basically delivered a total rejection of our narrative which sets up a 

contest going forward straight into 2025. 

What follow are reasons for interpreting his remarks as very dovish. 

“Not Close” to the Limit of BoC Versus Fed Policy Divergence 

Macklem said that the BoC is "not close to the limits" of Fed divergence. That spread is now -75bps. 

To say “not close” is way more aggressive than he needed to be. He advised looking back in history 

at prior deviations on the policy rate (chart 4). The BoC has undershot the Fed quite deeply at 

times—about three times as much as the current 75bps undershoot. Some of those periods didn’t 

work out so well mind you, like 1996 when they went 250bps below the Fed and then had to reverse 

it all with hikes. Still, ‘not close’ signals comfort going far below the Fed, say 150bps+?  

When explaining his stance, he said that “in Canada we have a flexible exchange rate and 

independent monetary policy. We don't need to move lock and step with the Federal Reserve. 

What happens in the US has an impact on Canada and we take that into account, but we can take 

decisions that are geared to what the Canadian economy needs. Our judgement is that the Canadian economy doesn't need as restrictive 

policy. There are limits to the Federal Reserve but we're not close to those limits.” 

A clear caution is that the history of that policy spread has to acknowledge the unique circumstances during prior deviations and ask 

whether there is as strong a case to deviate today.  

Green Light to Sell CAD 

As a follow-on to the policy rate spread point, Macklem sounded remarkably indifferent toward the currency. When asked about the 

currency and implications for importing inflation, he said: 

“One of the ways monetary policy works is through the exchange rate. We don't have a target for the exchange rate. We believe in flexible 

exchange rates. By being clear about our forecasts, markets have a very good idea of what's on our mind which is going to be reflected in 

markets.” 

I choked on “clear” in their forecasts considering he just cut when he said he wouldn’t, but the main point here is not to disagree with his 

comments on CAD but to view them as signalling he would tolerate a lot further currency weakness from here. That easily leaves open a 

1.40-handled currency imo. 

The Door is Wide Open to Go in July 

When Macklem was asked whether prior guidance that they would proceed gradually in cutting rates meant they won’t be cutting again in 

July, he basically rejected the suggestion and left the door open to going again: 

“We'll be taking our decisions one meeting at a time. If the economy evolves as expected and inflation evolves as expected, then it's 

reasonable to expect further cuts. The timing depends on data and the future path of inflation. We are still above target. There are a 

number of risks that we are watching carefully. We'll be taking our decisions one meeting at a time.” 

And: 

“If the economy continues to evolve broadly as we expect then it is reasonable to expect further cuts in our policy rate but the timing of 

further cuts will depend upon incoming data.” 

What I hear in those remarks is setting a high bar against not cutting again in July when they roll out fresh forecasts to boot. 

In a separate question on housing and mortgages, SDG Rogers backed that up by saying: “We know that mortgage holders will welcome this 

change and it's reasonable to expect further easing.” 

Where Did ‘Gradual’ Go? 

The WSJ probably asked the best question in the presser when Macklem was reminded that “In testimony last month you said rate cuts 

would be done gradually and there are limits relative to the Fed. Why is 'gradually' and limits to the Fed absent from the statement?” 

Chart 4 
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Macklem was clearly caught off guard as he stuttered and stammered his way through trying to answer. He largely just said that as inflation 

is expected to ease gradually, the interest rate should ease gradually.  

Markets will debate ‘gradually’ until the cows come home. It may rule out large single meeting moves. It doesn’t rule out a series of back-to-

back quarter point moves in the slightest. 

A Long Way to Pre-Covid Levels 

Macklem was asked whether it is reasonable to expect that as inflation gets back to 2% should the policy rate get back to the neutral rate? 

The key part of his answer was saying “It would be prudent to assume that rates will not go back to pre-covid levels.”  

That doesn’t really help much, Governor. The pre-covid policy rate was 1.75%. That’s 300bps below where it is now and all you are ruling out 

is going below that?  

He expanded upon this by saying “I don't think Canadians should pay much attention to neutral estimates. It's a perfect world with no 

shocks with everything on target and we'll never get there. It's highly uncertain. We have to put it in our models. We updated it in our last 

MPR in April and we increased it by 25bps to 2.75%. I really think talk of the neutral rate is getting ahead of yourselves. If you want to know 

where interest rates are headed, then it depends on arriving at our 2% inflation.” 

Filtering Out the Good News 

When discussing the economy, Macklem chose to emphasize softer than their April forecast for Q1 instead of robust details and instead of 

relative to being wrong in his earlier year guidance when he said that peak pain for the economy would arrive in 2024H1. 

The BoC did not even mention that final domestic demand grew at its fastest pace since 2022Q1 by growing 2.9% q/q SAAR in Q1. This 

measure is a purer measure of the domestic economy that is free of inventory and trade swings. By this measure, the economy put in a 

strong performance in Q1.  

The BoC did not mention anything about Q2 and said to wait until they have fresh forecasts at the July meeting. It would have been 

preferred to have those forecasts today. 

They barely even mentioned that the consumer is ripping with growth of 3.2% q/q SAAR in 2023Q4 and 3.0% in Q1. Despite the all the 

negativity, consumer spending is not screaming out for rate cuts. 

Implications 

The Governor’s sudden rush has us revising our call in favour of another cut in July and 100bps of easing this year from 75bps previously. 

We think they will wish to deliver this 100bps in a straight line fashion until the October meeting. At this point we’re nervous toward the 

December meeting that follows the US election and have penciled in a pause for that one while nevertheless bringing forward our forecast 

for a 3.25% policy rate by one quarter to be achieved by 2025Q3.  

In my opinion, fiscal and monetary policy have to be viewed as adding upside to our projection for 2.1% growth next year with inflation 

landing on 2% toward the end of 2025. I believe that monetary policy is sending strong signals that it is moving toward becoming much less 

restrictive over the next 6–12 months just as fiscal policy is likely to be becoming more incrementally stimulative to the Canadian outlook 

into an election year. Governments doing this badly in the polls do not spend less; watch for Trudeau/Singh/Freeland to spring the spigot in 

a Fall economic update and next Winter’s budget ahead of calling a vote. They’ll be able to count on having their chosen pick to run the BoC 

in their corner as monetary policy becomes more growth supportive into 2025. With the help of monetary and fiscal stimulus, the bias is to 

raise next year’s growth and inflation forecasts.  

We’ll see how all of this works out into 2025. In my opinion, Canada continues to face higher full-cycle inflation risk than the US and the BoC 

should be much more careful than the Governor sounded today, but we have to incorporate his reaction function at least for a time. 

There are several drivers of relative inflation risk that go well beyond fudged output gaps. Wage growth remains in excess of productivity in 

Canada by contrast to the US. Fiscal policy is still adding to growth and likely to add even more into an election year. Severe housing 

shortfalls are very likely to persist and maintain high upward pressure on shelter costs. Immigration is expected to remain high especially on 

the permanent resident side and we still face years of integration challenges for the sudden burst over recent years. The economy is 

outperforming the BoC’s expectations coming into the year with the consumer doing rather well. The BoC’s fudging of potential growth is 

how they get spare capacity to where they estimate it to be and that’s key in understanding the motives to cut.  
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I also continue to think that the Governor is overplaying the per capita discounting of GDP growth. He shouldn’t be including all if any of the 

temp category that has driven so much of the population growth. Curtailing that population should—all else equal—but renewed upward 

pressure on per capita GDP within their forecast horizon. 

We'll see about the policy path over the longer run but what I heard today was a Governor in a hurry.  

Statement Changes 

Please see the appendix for a statement comparison. This was a very short statement, especially considering it kicks off an easing cycle 

when one might have thought they’d have put more effort into explaining themselves in statement-codified fashion. 

The key change was in the final paragraph of the statement that now says: 

“…monetary policy no longer needs to be as restrictive……Recent data has increased our confidence that inflation will continue to move 

towards the 2% target.” 
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RELEASE DATE: April 10, 2024 

The Bank of Canada today held its target for the overnight rate at 5%, 

with the Bank Rate at 5¼% and the deposit rate at 5%. The Bank is 

continuing its policy of quantitative tightening. 

The Bank expects the global economy to continue growing at a rate of 

about 3%, with inflation in most advanced economies easing gradually. The 

US economy has again proven stronger than anticipated, buoyed by 

resilient consumption and robust business and government spending. US 

GDP growth is expected to slow in the second half of this year, but remain 

stronger than forecast in January. The euro area is projected to gradually 

recover from current weak growth. Global oil prices have moved up, 

averaging about $5 higher than assumed in the January Monetary Policy 

Report (MPR). Since January, bond yields have increased but, with narrower 

corporate credit spreads and sharply higher equity markets, overall financial 

conditions have eased. 

The Bank has revised up its forecast for global GDP growth to 2¾% in 

2024 and about 3% in 2025 and 2026. Inflation continues to slow across 

most advanced economies, although progress will likely be bumpy. Inflation 

rates are projected to reach central bank targets in 2025. 

In Canada, economic growth stalled in the second half of last year and 

the economy moved into excess supply. A broad range of indicators suggest 

that labour market conditions continue to ease. Employment has been 

growing more slowly than the working-age population and the 

unemployment rate has risen gradually, reaching 6.1% in March. There are 

some recent signs that wage pressures are moderating. 

Economic growth is forecast to pick up in 2024. This largely reflects 

both strong population growth and a recovery in spending by households. 

Residential investment is strengthening, responding to continued robust 

demand for housing. The contribution to growth from spending by 

governments has also increased. Business investment is projected to 

recover gradually after considerable weakness in the second half of last 

year. The Bank expects exports to continue to grow solidly through 2024. 

Overall, the Bank forecasts GDP growth of 1.5% in 2024, 2.2% in 2025, 

and 1.9% in 2026. The strengthening economy will gradually absorb excess 

supply through 2025 and into 2026. 

CPI inflation slowed to 2.8% in February, with easing in price pressures 

becoming more broad-based across goods and services. However, shelter 

price inflation is still very elevated, driven by growth in rent and mortgage 

interest costs. Core measures of inflation, which had been running around 

3½%, slowed to just over 3% in February, and 3-month annualized rates are 

suggesting downward momentum. The Bank expects CPI inflation to be 

close to 3% during the first half of this year, move below 2½% in the second 

half, and reach the 2% inflation target in 2025. 

Based on the outlook, Governing Council decided to hold the policy rate 

at 5% and to continue to normalize the Bank’s balance sheet. While 

inflation is still too high and risks remain, CPI and core inflation have 

eased further in recent months. The Council will be looking for evidence 

that this downward momentum is sustained. Governing Council is 

particularly watching the evolution of core inflation, and continues to focus 

on the balance between demand and supply in the economy, inflation 

expectations, wage growth, and corporate pricing behaviour. The Bank 

remains resolute in its commitment to restoring price stability for 

Canadians. 

RELEASE DATE: June 5, 2024 

The Bank of Canada today reduced its target for the overnight rate to 

4¾%, with the Bank Rate at 5% and the deposit rate at 4¾%. The Bank is 

continuing its policy of balance sheet normalization. 

The global economy grew by about 3% in the first quarter of 2024, 

broadly in line with the Bank’s April Monetary Policy Report (MPR) 

projection. In the United States, the economy expanded more slowly than 

was expected, as weakness in exports and inventories weighed on activity. 

Growth in private domestic demand remained strong but eased. In the euro 

area, activity picked up in the first quarter of 2024. China’s economy was 

also stronger in the first quarter, buoyed by exports and industrial 

production, although domestic demand remained weak. Inflation in most 

advanced economies continues to ease, although progress towards price 

stability is bumpy and is proceeding at different speeds across regions. Oil 

prices have averaged close to the MPR assumptions, and financial 

conditions are little changed since April. 

In Canada, economic growth resumed in the first quarter of 2024 after 

stalling in the second half of last year. At 1.7%, first-quarter GDP growth was 

slower than forecast in the MPR. Weaker inventory investment dampened 

activity. Consumption growth was solid at about 3%, and business 

investment and housing activity also increased. Labour market data show 

businesses continue to hire, although employment has been growing at a 

slower pace than the working-age population. Wage pressures remain but 

look to be moderating gradually. Overall, recent data suggest the economy 

is still operating in excess supply. 

CPI inflation eased further in April, to 2.7%. The Bank’s preferred 

measures of core inflation also slowed and three-month measures suggest 

continued downward momentum. Indicators of the breadth of price 

increases across components of the CPI have moved down further and are 

near their historical average. However, shelter price inflation remains high. 

With continued evidence that underlying inflation is easing, Governing 

Council agreed that monetary policy no longer needs to be as restrictive 

and reduced the policy interest rate by 25 basis points. Recent data has 

increased our confidence that inflation will continue to move towards the 

2% target. Nonetheless, risks to the inflation outlook remain. Governing 

Council is closely watching the evolution of core inflation and remains 

particularly focused on the balance between demand and supply in the 

economy, inflation expectations, wage growth, and corporate pricing 

behaviour. The Bank remains resolute in its commitment to restoring price 

stability for Canadians. 
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